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Figure 1: A bird.

9 Semantics and Reasoning

9.1 Literals and blank nodes

Let Γ be the RDF graph below. You will need to interpret both blank nodes and literals using
the semantics layed out in this week’s lecture.

1. Create an interpretation I1 such that I1 |= Γ.

2. Create an interpretation I2 such that I2 6|= Γ.

1: @prefix : <http://www.example.org#> .
2: @prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
3:
4: :Tweety rdf:type :Bird .
5: :Nixon rdf:type :Republican .
6: :Nixon rdf:type :Quacker .
7: :Nixon :listensTo :Tweety .
8: :Nixon :likes [ a :Bird ] .
9: [] :likes :Nixon .

10: :Nixon :hasNickname "Ric" .
11: :Tweety :hasNickname "Mr. Man" .
12: :Tweety :likes :Tux .
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9.2 Questions

1. Explain the terms “closed world assumption” and “open world assumption” and contrast
the difference between them. Which assumption is used in the semantic web, and why is
that?

2. Explain the terms “unique name assumption” and “non-unique name assumption” and
contrast the difference between them. Which assumption is used in the semantic web,
and why is that?

3. Explain the difference between “forward rule chaining” and “backwards rule chaining”
which is used to describe reasoners.

4. Explain, using the blank node semantics defined in this week’s lecture, why a natural
interpretation of the RDF triple sim:Homer fam:hasFather [] . is “Homer has some
father”.

5. Assume I have created my own set of entailment rules for RDFS. The set of rules is
empty(!). Is my set of entailment rules sound with respect to the RDFS semantics? Is it
complete? Explain.

6. Assume that a calculus for a langage L is both sound and complete with respect to the
semantics of L. The calculus consists of a set of rules, just like the RDF(S) entailment
rules. Explain how you would go about making a new calculus for the languge which is
not sound or is not complete.
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